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Abstract—Fault diagnosis of induction motors through the analysis of the stator current is increasingly being used in maintenance systems, because it is non-invasive and has low requirements of hardware and software. Nevertheless, its industrial application faces some practical limitations. In particular, the detection of fault harmonics that are very close to the fundamental component is challenging, as in large induction motors working at very low slip, because the leakage of the fundamental can hide the fault components until the damage is severe. Several methods have been proposed to alleviate this problem, although all of them increase noticeably the complexity of the diagnostic system. In this paper, a novel method is proposed, based on the analysis of the rectified motor current. It is shown that its spectrum contains the same fault harmonics as the spectrum of the original current signal, but with a much lower frequency, and free from the fundamental component leakage. Besides, the proposed method is very easy to implement, either by software, using the absolute value of the current samples, or by hardware, using a simple rectifier. The proposed approach is presented theoretically and validated experimentally with the detection of a broken bars fault of a large induction motor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Condition based maintenance (CBM) of induction machines (IMs) is attracting extensive industrial and academic interest in recent years. IMs are a key component of modern manufacturing industry, with rated powers ranging from fractional horsepower to tens of megawatts, and energy generation, with wind turbines up to 9.5 MW. Their ruggedness and low maintenance requirements make IMs ideally suited, in terms of reliability, for driving many industrial processes, which explains their widespread use. Nevertheless, they may fail, causing huge economical losses, well beyond the price of the machine itself. To minimize them, it is mandatory a CBM system [1]–[3] that can identify the IM faults at an early stage, allowing the optimal scheduling of repairing works, and the adjustment of the operating conditions of the IM in the meantime.

CBM of induction machines can be performed by the analysis of many different quantities [4], [5]. Among the most used, as reported in recent literature, are electrical quantities, such as machine currents [6]–[17], voltages [18] or instantaneous power [19]; mechanical quantities, such as speed [14], torque [20], or vibrations [21]–[24]; magnetic flux [25], [26]; and thermal quantities [27], [28].

The acquired signals can be treated with a wide variety of signal processing techniques to extract fault specific features. Many of them rely on the analysis of the signal in the frequency domain, either by a direct processing using the Fourier transform (FT) [6]–[8], MUSIC [9], or spectral estimators [29]. After extracting the fault specific features, they must be further processed to establish not only the presence of a given fault but also its severity. Motor current signal analysis (MCSA) relies on predefined fault thresholds that have been analytically established and experimentally validated [8], [9], [11]–[13]. A recent trend is to use artificial intelligence (AI) methods to perform the fault detection and identification (FDI) process, such as neural networks (ANN) [6], [20], [26], fuzzy expert system [22], or support vector machines (SVM) [18], [30]. These diagnostic methods have been applied to the detection of a wide variety of IM faults, such as rotor asymmetries [6]–[10], [16]–[18], [24]–[32], eccentricity [14], [19], turn-to-turn short circuits [20], [31], bearings faults [21], [22], [33], [34], or gearboxes faults [18], [30], [35].

A growing trend is the implementation of the aforementioned diagnostic techniques on low power, embedded devices, capable of monitoring online the motor condition with a reduced cost [32]. Field gate processing arrays (FPGAs) are used in [15], [23], [36], and digital signal processors (DSPs) in [37], [38]. The limited computing power and storage of low-cost devices impose severe constraints on the choice of the diagnostic methods that can be implemented for online fault diagnosis. MCSA is specially well suited to this purpose, because it has very low hardware requirements (a simple current clamp), and can be implemented using fast and efficient signal processing software, the fast Fourier transform (FFT).

In spite of these advantages, the industrial applications of MCSA faces some practical limitations. In particular, the detection of fault harmonics that are very close to the fundamental component, such as those generated by rotor asymmetries in IMs running at very low slip, is challenging [39]–[42], as in the case of large motors [43] or inverted fed induction motors [44]. In these cases, the leakage of the main component, whose amplitude is much greater than the amplitude of the fault harmonics, can hide completely them, masking the fault until it becomes severe. This is a well known problem, and several methods have been proposed to eliminate the fundamental component, using notch filters [9], extended Kalman filters [29], stochastic-resonance based adaptive filters [37], [38], matched filters [12], or time-shifting...
[34]. Nevertheless, filtering the fundamental component also attenuates the fault harmonics, distorts the spectrum, and requires a compute-intensive filtering process, that must be tuned to the exact frequency of the fundamental component, which may vary in industrial installations.

A different approach for avoiding the leakage problem is to transform the fundamental component of the current into a DC component, which produces no leakage in the discrete FT (DFT) spectrum. Several methodologies have been proposed to perform this transformation. One of them is to analyse the spectrum of the current envelope, which can be built using the Hilbert transform [16]–[18], [40], [41], or the Teager-Kaiser operator [34], [45], but these transforms increase the complexity of the diagnostic algorithms, departing form the simplicity of MCSA. Other works propose the analysis of the spectrum of the square current [9], but this approach is difficult to implement using hardware multipliers [46], and also alters the relative amplitude of the fault harmonics.

The extended Park’s vector approach (EPVA) [47], which has proved its effectiveness for the detection of electrical and mechanical faults of IMs, can also achieve a great reduction of the fundamental component leakage, but at the cost of using a greater number of signals. A recent proposal for the demodulation of the stator current is able to demodulate also the load torque oscillations, so avoiding false positives [48].

In this paper, a novel technique, up to the authors’ best knowledge, for performing MCSA with a reduced leakage of the fundamental component, is presented. It is based on the spectral analysis of the rectified current signal, a process with a very low complexity which can be performed either in hardware (a simple rectifier is needed), or in software (just keeping the absolute value of the current samples). Therefore, it can be easily implemented on low power embedded devices. Compared with previous proposals, the use of the rectified current avoids the use of lengthy transforms (Hilbert, Teager-Kaiser), maintains the relative amplitude of the fault harmonics, and avoids the leakage of the fundamental component, with the same efficiency as more complex methods. Nevertheless, it is not able to demodulate load torque oscillations, as in [48].

The structure of this work is the following one. In Section II, the Fourier transform (FT) of the rectified current signal is compared with the FT of the original current signal. In Section III the proposed method is compared with other demodulation methods presented in the technical literature, both in terms of accuracy and complexity of implementation. Section IV presents the experimental validation of the proposed method, with a large industrial motor working at a very low slip. The conclusions of this work are presented in Section V.

II. FAULT HARMONICS IN THE RECTIFIED CURRENT SIGNAL OF AN IM WITH ROTOR ASYMMETRIES FAULTS

A rotor asymmetry fault, such as broken bars, or asymmetries in the rotor resistances, generates an amplitude modulation in the stator current, with characteristic frequencies [40]

\[ f_{\text{asym}} = 2ksf_1 \quad k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \]  

where \( f_1 \) is the supply frequency, and \( s \) is the p.u. rotor slip.

Using (1), the expression for the current of a stator phase in an IM with a rotor asymmetry is given by

\[ i(t) = I \cos(2\pi f_1 t)(1 + \beta \cos(2\pi f_{\text{asym}} t)) \]  

where \( I \) is the maximum value of the fundamental component of the phase current, and \( \beta \) is the severity of the fault, in p.u. of the fundamental component. No phase information has been included in (2) for ease of notation.

Considering only the main fault harmonic component, \( k = 1 \) in (1), and applying trigonometrical relationships,

\[ i(t) = I \cos(2\pi f_1 t) + \frac{\beta}{2} I \cos(2\pi f_1 (1 - 2s)t) + \frac{\beta}{2} I \cos(2\pi f_1 (1 + 2s)t) \]  

where the main fault harmonics appear as side-bands of the fundamental component, at a distance \( 2sf_1 \) from it. If the slip \( s \) is very small, as in the case of large motors [43], inverted fed induction motors [44], or even small motors working under low load conditions [40], this distance can be very small, which may render these fault harmonics undetected due to the leakage of the fundamental component, until the fault is severe enough. For example, in case of an incipient broken bar fault, the value of \( \beta \) can be lower than \( \beta = 1/200 \) [49].

The FT of (3) consists only of three spectral lines, at frequencies \( f_1, (1 - 2s)f_1 \) and \( (1 + 2s)f_1 \), that is

\[ \text{FT}\{i(t)\}(f) = \hat{i}(f) = \frac{\beta}{2} \delta(f - f_1) + \frac{\beta}{2} \delta(f - (1 + 2s)f_1) + \frac{\beta}{2} \delta(f - (1 - 2s)f_1) \]  

where \( \hat{i}(f) \) stands for the component of the FT of \( i(t) \) located at frequency \( f \), and \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta function. As the current signal is a real signal, only the terms of its symmetrical spectrum with positive frequency have been included in (4).

Expressing (4) in p.u. of the maximum current value, \( I \), and changing to a dB scale gives

\[ i_{\text{dB}}(f) = 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}) \times \delta(f - f_1) + 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}) \times \delta(f - (1 + 2s)f_1) + 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}) \times \delta(f - (1 - 2s)f_1) \]  

so that the amplitude of the main fault harmonics is

\[ i(f_1 \pm 2sf_1)_{\text{dB}} = i(f_1 - 2sf_1)_{\text{dB}} = 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}) \]  

From (6) it is clear that with low values of \( \beta = 1/200 \) the amplitude of the fault harmonic is only -52.04 dB, which difficult its reliable detection in harsh industrial environments, due to the leakage of the fundamental component.

What is proposed in this paper is the analysis of the spectrum of the rectified stator phase current, \( |i(t)| \), instead of the current itself, \( i(t) \). In this section it will be demonstrated theoretically that this new quantity has the same fault harmonic contents as the original \( i(t) \) signal of a faulty IM, but with a much lower frequency \( f_{\text{asym}} \) and without the leakage of the fundamental component, which improves the accuracy of the diagnostic procedure. Finally, the proposed method is very easy to implement, either taking the absolute value of the
acquired raw \( i(t) \) signal, or by rectifying it using a hardware diode bridge.

The rectified value of the current signal, \(|i(t)|\), can be expressed as the original signal (2) times its sign, as

\[
|i(t)| = i(t) \times \text{sgn}(\cos(2\pi f_1 t)) \tag{7}
\]

where

\[
\text{sgn}(x) = \begin{cases} 
-1, & \text{if } x < 0 \\
0, & \text{if } x = 0 \\
1, & \text{if } x > 0 
\end{cases} \tag{8}
\]

The expression \( \text{sgn}(\cos(2\pi f_1 t)) \) in (7) is a square wave, which can be expanded as the series

\[
\text{sgn}(\cos(2\pi f_1 t)) = \frac{4}{\pi} \sum_{h=1,3,5,...}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{\sin(h\frac{\pi}{2})}{h} \cos(h2\pi f_1 t) \right] \tag{9}
\]

Combining (2), (7) and (9) gives

\[
|i(t)| = \frac{4I}{\pi} \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\beta}{2} \cos(2\pi(2sf_1)t) \right) + \sum_{h=3,5,...}^{\infty} \left[ \frac{\sin(h\frac{\pi}{2})}{h} \cos(h2\pi f_1 t) \times \left( \cos(2\pi f_1 t) + \frac{\beta}{2} \cos(2\pi f_1 (1 \pm 2s)) \right) \right]. \tag{10}
\]

From (10) it can be observed that the rectified current signal \(|i(t)|\) can be considered as the sum of three components:

- a DC component \( \frac{4I}{\pi} \)
- a low frequency component with the frequency of the main fault harmonic \( \frac{2\beta I}{\pi} \cos(2\pi(2sf_1)t) \)
- a summation of harmonic components with higher frequencies, centered around \( f_1, 2f_1, 3f_1, \ldots \)

If only the two first terms of \(|i(t)|\) are considered, restricting the analysis of \(|i(t)|\) to a low frequency band with a width greater than \( 2sf_1 \), the information about the fault harmonics is kept, avoiding the summation term in (10). From this point on, only the harmonic components in this narrow, low frequency band, will be considered from a diagnostic point of view. The resulting low frequency portion of the rectified current signal (10), designated as approximately rectified current \((iar(t))\) is given by

\[
 iar(t) = \frac{4I}{\pi} \left( 1 + \beta \cos(2\pi(2sf_1)t) \right) \approx |i(t)|. \tag{11}
\]

The FT of (11) consists only of two spectral lines, at frequencies 0 Hz and \( 2sf_1 \), that is

\[
\text{FT}\{iar(t)\}(f) = \hat{i}(f) = \frac{4I}{\pi} \left( 1 \times \delta(f) + \frac{\beta}{2} \times \delta(f-2sf_1) \right) \tag{12}
\]

where \( \hat{i}(f) \) stands for the component of the FT of \( iar(t) \) located at frequency \( f \). Expressing (12) in p.u. of the current maximum value, \( I \), and changing to a dB scale, gives

\[
|\hat{i}(f)|_{dB} = 0 \times \delta(f) + 20 \log\left( \frac{\beta}{2} \right) \times \delta(f-2sf_1), \tag{13}
\]

with an amplitude of the main fault harmonic (in dB)

\[
|\hat{i}(2sf_1)|_{dB} = 20 \log\left( \frac{\beta}{2} \right), \tag{14}
\]

as shown in Fig. 1.

The comparison between the FT (in dB) of the original current signal, (5), and the FT of the rectified current signal, (13), represented in Fig. 2, shows that:

- The spectral line of the fundamental component is displaced from its true frequency to a DC component.
- The two spectral lines of the main fault harmonics, which appear as side-bands of the fundamental frequency in the original current signal, are transformed into a single spectral line, at the characteristic frequency of the fault given in (1).
- The amplitudes of the fault harmonics are not altered.

Fig. 2. Comparison between the Fourier transforms of the current signal of a machine with a rotor asymmetry (top) and the rectified current signal (bottom), using a synthetic signal with \( f_1 = 50 \text{ Hz}, s = 0.05, \) and \( \beta = 0.1 \). The main fault harmonics appear as side-band components around the fundamental component in the case of the original current signal (top), and as a single component with the characteristic frequency of the fault in the case of the rectified current signal (bottom).

That is, the FT of the rectified current contains the same information about the fault harmonics as the original current signal, with practical advantages:

- The main fault harmonic appear as a single line, at the characteristic frequency of the fault, irrespective of the fundamental frequency, instead of two side-bands
around the fundamental component. This fact facilitates the location of the fault harmonics in the spectrum.

- The frequency of the main fault harmonic is much lower in the spectrum of the rectified current than the frequency of the side-band fault harmonics in the spectrum of the original current signal. In this way, a much lower sampling rate can be used to acquire the rectified current signal. Nevertheless, this approach makes it necessary the use of an anti-aliasing filter.

- As the fundamental component is converted into a DC component, it has no leakage in the output of the DFT used to obtain the spectrum of the rectified current. In this way, fault harmonics with a small amplitude and very close to the main component (as in the case of IMs operating at very low slip) can be detected, while in the spectrum of the original current signal they could be buried under the leakage of the fundamental component.

To show the aforementioned advantages of the proposed method, a synthetic current signal of an IM with rotor asymmetries has been generated with (2), using the following parameters: $I = 1$, $f_1 = 50.05$ Hz, $s = 0.005$, and $\beta = 0.01$. The sampling frequency used for generating this signal has been selected as $f_s = 10$ kHz, and the signal has been simulated during a time $t_{signal} = 10$ seconds. These settings reproduce a real situation, with a fundamental frequency (50.05 Hz) that is not an exact multiple of the frequency resolution of the acquisition process ($\Delta f = 1/t_{signal} = 0.1$ Hz). As can be seen in Fig. 3, top, the closest bin in the spectrum has a frequency of 50.1 Hz, instead of 50.05 Hz. This inability of the DFT to represent the actual value of the fundamental frequency results in a severe leakage that affects all the spectrum bins, including those corresponding to the fault harmonics. Fig. 3, top, shows the spectrum obtained with this current signal, using a Hanning window, and Fig. 3, bottom, shows the spectrum of the rectified signal, without any smoothing window. As indicated previously, the fault harmonics are nearly indiscernible in the spectrum of the current signal, because they are very close to the fundamental component, and have a small amplitude, so that they are nearly completely buried under the leakage of the fundamental. On the contrary, the fault harmonic appears clearly in the spectrum of the rectified signal, with its correct amplitude.

### III. Critical Comparison with Other Demodulation Techniques

In this section, the proposed method is compared with other demodulation techniques reported in the technical literature, the modulus of the analytic current signal, the EPVA, the Teager-Kaiser energy operator, and the square current, in terms of accuracy and complexity of implementation.

#### A. Modulus of the Analytic Signal of the Current

The modulus of the analytic signal of the current has been used for the detection of single [16], [40], [41] and multiple [17] broken bars failures in motors operating at a very low slip. It is based on the analytic signal of the stator current, defined as the complex signal

$$\tilde{i}_{AS}(t) = i(t) + j \cdot HT\{i(t)\},$$

(15)

where $AS$ stands for the analytic signal, and $HT\{i(t)\}$ is the Hilbert transform of $i(t)$ [17]. The $AS\{i(t)\}$ can be obtained by zeroing the negative frequencies of the spectrum of $i(t)$, and doubling its DC value. The $AS$ of the stator current of an IM with rotor asymmetries (2) can be found by applying (2) to (15) [40], giving

$$\tilde{i}_{AS}(t) = I (1 + \beta \cos(2\pi(2sf_1) \cdot t)) \cdot e^{j2\pi f_1 t}.$$  
(16)

The fault diagnosis procedure analyses the modulus of (16), $I (1 + \beta \cos(2\pi(2sf_1) \cdot t))$, which contains only a DC component of value $I$, and a low frequency fault harmonic at $2sf_1$, with an amplitude (in dB) of

$$|\tilde{i}_{AS}(2sf_1)|_{dB} = 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}).$$

(17)

#### B. Extended Park’s Vector Approach

The EPVA uses the three stator currents of a three-phase IM, $i_a(t)$, $i_b(t)$ and $i_c(t)$, for building the current Park’s vector, defined as the complex signal [47]

$$i_{PV}(t) = i_D(t) + j \cdot i_Q(t),$$

(18)

where

$$i_D(t) = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\sqrt{3}} i_a(t) - \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} i_b(t) - \frac{1}{\sqrt{6}} i_c(t),$$

(19)

$$i_Q(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} i_b(t) - \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} i_c(t).$$

(20)

The modulus of (18) is used for fault diagnosis of rotor asymmetries in IMs. In the case of a faulty machine, with
The application of the Teager-Kaiser energy operator (TKEO) to the current signal for fault diagnosis has been proposed in [45]. The TKEO of a signal \( x(t) \) is given by

\[
\text{TKEO}\{x(t)\} = \ddot{x}(t)^2 - \dot{x}(t) \cdot \ddot{x}(t). \tag{23}
\]

Applying (23) to the current signal (2), and taking only the low frequency components, gives

\[
\text{TKEO}\{i(t)\} = \ddot{i}_{TK}(t) = \frac{(2\pi f_1 I)^2}{2} \cdot \left(1 + (1 + s^2)2\beta \cos(2\pi(2sf_1) \cdot t)\right). \tag{24}
\]

The signal \( \ddot{i}_{TK}(t) \) (24) contains only a DC component of value \( \frac{(2\pi f_1 I)^2}{2} \), and a low frequency fault harmonic at \( 2sf_1 \), with an amplitude (in dB)

\[
|\ddot{i}_{TK}(2sf_1)|_{dB} = 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{2}). \tag{25}
\]

for small values of \( s \).

### D. Square Current Signal

The spectrum of the square current [46] contains low frequency components which, for an IM with a rotor asymmetry fault (2), are given by

\[
i(t)^2 = \frac{I^2}{T} \left(1 + 2\beta^2\right) + 2\beta \cos(2\pi(2sf_1) \cdot t) + \beta I^2 \cos(4\pi(2sf_1) \cdot t). \tag{26}
\]

The signal \( i(t)^2 \) (26) contains a DC component of value \( \frac{I^2}{T} (1 + 2\beta^2) \), a low frequency fault harmonic at \( 2sf_1 \), and another one at \( 4sf_1 \). In dB, the amplitude of the spectral line corresponding to the first fault harmonic is

\[
|\ddot{i}(2sf_1)|_{dB} = 20 \log(\frac{\beta}{1 + 2\beta^2}) \approx 20 \log(\beta), \tag{27}
\]

for small values of \( \beta \).

### E. Comparative Analysis of the Demodulation Techniques

The proposed method produces a main fault harmonic whose amplitude (6) is the same as in the original current signal (14), as well as the demodulation methods based on the AS (17) and the EPVA (22). On the contrary, the methods based on the TKEO (25) and the square current method (27) produce fault harmonics with an amplitude corresponding to two times the actual severity of the fault, \( \beta \). Besides, the square current generates an spurious fault harmonic with a frequency equal to two times the main fault harmonic frequency, as seen in (26). All the analysed demodulation methods generate a fault harmonic with a frequency close to zero, and they are free from the leakage of the fundamental component. Fig. 4 compares the spectra of a synthetic current of a faulty machine \( f_1 = 50 \text{ Hz}, s = 0.004, \beta = 0.005 \), obtained with the original current signal (Fig. 4.a), the proposed, rectified current signal (Fig. 4.b), the modulus of the analytic current signal (Fig. 4.c), the EPVA (Fig. 4.d), the TKEO of the current signal (Fig. 4.e), and the square current signal (Fig. 4.f). It is worth mentioning that the FFT of the TKEO of the current has the highest noise floor among the methods compared, but it is practically flat, which facilitates the detection of the fault harmonics.

In terms of computational effort, the proposed method is the most efficient, because it only needs a change in the sign of the negative current samples. On the contrary, the square current method needs a multiplication for every sampled value. The algorithm that implements the TKEO of the current uses two multiplications and two additions, and needs three consecutive current samples to be computed. The AS method needs to perform a Hilbert transform, followed by a modulus computation (two multiplications, one addition and one square root). The EPVA needs, additionally, to sample two or three stator currents. Therefore, among the methods compared in this work, the proposed method can be considered as the simplest one for the diagnosis of rotor asymmetries...
faults in induction motors, and so the most suitable for being implemented on low cost embedded diagnostic devices. Additionally, the proposed method can be implemented very easily in hardware, because it only needs a full wave bridge rectifier. On the contrary, the square current method requires a multiplier integrated circuit [46], and the other methods require far more complex hardware for demodulating the current, such as Hilbert filters [32].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The experimental validation is carried out with a large, medium voltage induction motor (3.15 MW, 6 kV), with a very low rated slip \( s = 0.006 \). The proposed method is able to detect the fault harmonics given in (1) at a very low slip, as seen in the experimental tests shown in this section, while traditional MCSA fails in case of very low slip conditions. For validation purposes, the spectra obtained with the proposed method are compared with those obtained with the AS, and with the EPVA. They are practically equal to the spectrum of the rectified current, in spite of its simplicity.

It is worth mentioning that the proposed method is a general one, and can be applied to a wide variety of IMs under different supply and load conditions. Nevertheless, for the experimental validation, it has been selected a medium voltage motor, fed from the mains, because in this case the faults in the rotor cage are more prevalent than in case of motors of small size, due to the greater thermal stresses [1]. Besides, large motors in the industry are commonly fed directly from the mains, because VSDs are either very expensive for the powers involved or their complexity reduces prohibitively the reliability of the whole system [43].

The analyzed motor is working in a power plant, in a harsh, noisy industrial environment, shown in Fig. 5. The characteristics of the motor are given in Appendix A. This IM had a rotor broken bar, confirmed by visual inspection of the rotor, as shown in Fig. 6. Another IM with the same characteristics is installed in the factory, without being reported any anomaly. Therefore, it has been assumed to be in healthy condition. The stator current of both motors has been acquired during 100 seconds, using a sampling frequency of 5 kHz.

The first test has been performed with the faulty motor, working at low load conditions, with a motor slip of \( s = 0.0018 \). Traditional MCSA has been performed using a Hanning window, and the spectrum of the stator current is shown in Fig. 7.a. Under this conditions, the fault harmonics are barely distinguishable in the spectrum of the stator current. On the contrary, the spectrum of the rectified current (Fig. 7.b), as proposed in this work, shows clearly not only the main fault harmonic, \( k = 1 \) in (1), but also the second fault harmonic, \( k = 2 \) in (1), without needing any smoothing window. More complex methods as the analytic current signal (Fig. 7.c), and the EPVA (Fig. 7.d), give the same results.

The second test has been performed with the faulty motor, working at practically no load conditions, with a motor slip of only \( s = 0.0009 \). Traditional MCSA has been performed using a Hanning window, and the spectrum of the windows stator current is shown in Fig. 8.a. Under these conditions, the fault harmonics do not appear in the spectrum of the stator current, due to the leakage of the fundamental component, giving a false diagnostic of healthy motor condition. On the contrary, the spectrum of the rectified current (Fig. 8.b), as proposed in this work, shows clearly not only the main fault harmonic, \( k = 1 \) in (1), but also the second fault harmonic, \( k = 2 \) in (1), without needing any smoothing window. The spectra obtained with the more complex methods of the analytic signal of the current (Fig. 8.c), and the EPVA (Fig. 8.d), are practically the same as the spectrum obtained with the proposed method.

The third test has been performed with the healthy motor, shown in Fig. 9. In this case there is no presence of any fault harmonic in the spectra, which indicates a healthy motor condition. Nevertheless, using traditional MCSA alone, Fig. 9.a, this assessment may not be conclusive, because the fault harmonics could be buried under the leakage of the fundamental component.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel method has been presented for the diagnosis of rotor asymmetries in induction motors, the spectrum of the rectified stator current. It has been shown that this spectrum contains the information about the fault harmonics, which are displayed at their characteristic fault frequencies, instead of side-bands around the fundamental component. The proposed method shares the same advantages as other demodulation methods presented in the technical literature, such as the elimination of the leakage of the fundamental component,
but is much simpler, in terms of computing complexity (a fast absolute value operation) or hardware implementation (a simple rectifier), as has been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in this work. Unlike conventional MCSA, the proposed method is able to detect rotor asymmetries faults in large IMs working at a very low slip, with a low cost diagnostic system. In this paper, the proposed method has been applied to a large, industrial motor, working in stationary regime. The extension of the method to transient conditions, and its application to demodulate also the load torque oscillations, is a work in progress.

APPENDIX A

Three-phase induction motor, star connection. Rated characteristics: \( P = 3150 \) kW, \( f = 50 \) Hz, \( U = 6 \) kV, \( I = 373 \) A, \( n = 2982 \) rpm, and \( \cos \varphi = 0.92 \).
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